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This is the hardback version. The intimate, uncensored erotobiography that is pure-as-Ivory Snow.

The sexy girl next door who turned on the world talks openly in detail about her fantasies and what

turns her on. Twenty-six pages of personal photos of the star of Behind the Green Door and The

Resurrection of Eve. "Marilyn was a legend in porn before her time. She set the gold standard that

all other actresses attempted to emulate." - Larry Flynt "Marilyn Chambers was by far a stunningly

beautiful woman inside and out. Though I never worked with her on film I did work with her in other

ways. She was sweet, engaging, thoughtful to her fans and just a real down to earth woman. I miss

her very much." - Seka "With her starring role is Rabid, her Ivory Snow escapade, and her incredibly

HOT performances in Adult with her naturally slender, muscular physique, Marilyn rose to fame

quickly. She was the only actress in porn that hired her directors, they did not hire her. Marilyn hired

you, you did not hire her. She owned her roles and was not hired help." - Ron Jeremy
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interesting, kind of intriguing for insight into the times when she became a star.

A very honest look into the life of one of the best actresses in the adult or mainstream industry. It

was sad she died at such a young age because she had so much more to accomplish. McKenna

your mom is an awesome woman you can learn so much from her life. I wish you the best.



I got ripped off. This was written before Insatiable even came out. Reading between the lines, it

seemed like it was mainly intended to gat back at Linda Lovelace for the benefit of that idiot Chuck

Traynor.

Well written and positive outlook.

If you want to read a porn star memoir that is not bitter or sad Marilyns story is worth a read.

I have read many books about actress in this business and it was refreshing to to read one that was

not sad. sure was a different time in the late 60's and 70's I miss the freedom's we use to have

everything about the purchase was positive

PUBLISHING INFO: BearManor Media, 7/2014, updatedORIGINALLY PUBLISHED: Warner Books,

1975MY GRADE: DThis autobiography started out good with all the stuff you'd expect in one.

Where she grew up, what her childhood was like, how she got into the sex business, and so on but

dang, it's a nonstop sex fest and I got so sick of reading it, and it's a short book...couldn't wait for it

to end. Literally almost every single page was just graphic sexual ramblings of how horny she is. We

get it, Marilyn, you like sex, but your filthy language was too much.The page count for the original

publication of this book was around 200 and nineteen of those was taken up by sexually graphic fan

mail letters she received, which I didn't care at all about. Another twelve pages was taken up by

letters people wrote to her for her sex advise column in Genesis magazine in the 70's. Total waste

of space.There's a three-page forward by her daughter that was really pointless and unnecessary

and just a two-page afterward/epilogue. Since this book was written thirty-nine years before the

reissue in 2014, the epilogue should have been at least a chapter long and should have been

written by someone who actually knows something about her and could have given some useful,

interesting information on the woman, who is a legend in the porn world.Wikipedia has more info on

her, like her drug addition that wasn't even mentioned in the epilogue, and her death in 2009.More

info here, wp.me/pLm4B-1KMI received this book from the publisher in exchange for an honest

review.
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